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3,402,591 
APPARATUS FORMAKING DRAWN AND RONED 

CANS OR CONTAINERS 
Edward G. Maeder,Chesterfield County,Va.,assignor to 

Reynolds Metals Company, Richmond,Va.,a corpora 
tion of Delaware 

Filed Oct,28,1964,Ser. No.407,194 
5 Claims.(Ci.72?345) 

ABSTRACT @F THE D?SC?0SURE 

The disclosed apparatus comprises a reciprocating 
punch head,a Set of die rings around the punch head for 
drawingthe Sidewall of the can body,and stripping means 
for removing the can body at the end of the drawing op 
eration. The punch head is relieved adjacent the open 
end of the can body forthepurpose oftrickeningthe Side 
wall of the can body adjacentits open end. 

This invention concerns a drawn and ironed container 
orclosed end can having a thickened flange or open end. 
An improved apparatus and method are provided by 

this invention for producing Such a container, 
An advantage ofthis invention is that the can,contain 

er ortube with a thickened open endis eficiently Stripped 
of a punch head over which said container is drawn as 
the punch head relatively moves through a die. 

This invention is particularly useful when used in con 
nection with containers having extremely thin main Walls, 
and particularly when such containers are formed from 
hard aluminum alloyS. 

Other advantages are apparent from this deScription 
and/or the accompanying drawings,in which: 
FIGURE 1 is a top diagrammatic view of an apparatus 

for practicing this invention. 
FIGURE 2is a Side view of FIGURE 1. 
FIGURE3 is an enlarged cross Section of a portion of 

FIGURE 2 and Showing a drawn container and preSS 
parts in the final stage of the forward Stroke. 
FIGURE4is an enlarged cross Section Similar to FIG 

URE 3 and showing an initial stripping action of the in 
ternal Stripper. 
FIGURE 5 is a cross Section Somewhat Similar to a 

portion of FIGURE 4,and showing a complete with 
drawal ofthe punch head from the tube afterthe internal 
stripper hasperformed aninitial stripping action as shown 
in FIGURE 4. 
FIGURE 6 is a cross Section somewhat Similar to a 

portion of FIGURE4,andshowingthe use ofcompressed 
fiuid to complete the Stripping action after the initial 
stripping action of FIGURE4. 
FIGURE 7 is a diagrammatic illustration of the Selec 

tive stripper activating and deactivating means. 
Certain words are used in this application Which de 

scribe direction,relative position,etc. Such words are 
used forthe sake of brevity and clearness.They describe 
directions,relative positions,etc.,as shown in the draw 
ings. However,itis to be understood that the actual de 
vices may have diferent directions and relative positions 
and still come within the Scope of the invention. Exam 
ples of suchwords are:"verticaL°"horizontal""upper,° 
"lower,""rightward,""leftward," etc, 
According to this invention an apparatus and method 

are providedin which a closed ended and open ended tube 
32is formed over a punch head 22 which is relatively 
movable through a die assembly20 A thickened portion 
38is produced adjacent the open end44 ofthe container. 
Such thickened portion is obtained by providing a re 
duced diameter portion 28 on the punch head 22 at a 
distance from the leading end 24 of the punch head cor 
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respondingto the desired length ofthe relativelythin Wall 
36 of the container being formed. 
An advantage to begained by such thickened portion 

is thata containerand the like maybe die flanged without 
cracking the flange area. 

Another advantage is that somewhat harder alloys of 
aluminum can be used by providing the thickened end 
portion. Hard aluminum alloys may be used,such as NoS. 
3004-H32 or 3004?H36 as well as 5052-H32 or 5052? 
H36and 5086-H32 or 5086-H36. 
The invention may be used to produce thin wall con 

tainers or cans. It has been discovered that these thin 
wai1containers present a problem of stripping them of a 
punch head22which has an undercut portion 28 without 
injuringthe thin wall. For example,the problem becomes 
acute where extremely thin walls are used,Such as from 
.0067 to .008inchin thickness for the thin Wall with a 
thicker edge which is two or three thousandths of an 
inch thicker. 

Thisinvention provides an internal stripper 40 within 
the punch head 22 thatis mechanicaly relatively mov 
ablewithrespect to the punch head. Such stripper40 may 
push the bottom or closed end 34 of the tube of the 
punch head,orthe bottom or closed end of the container 
maybe heldinplace bythe stripper while the punch head 
is withdrawn partly orentirelyfrom the container. 
Tht internal stripper may be used by itself or in com 

bination with compressed fuid means 46 Such as com 
pressed air meanS. 
The internal stripper mayworkjustenough to pul the 

reinforced or thicker portion 38 of the container 32 out 
of the recess 28 in the punch,Thereafter,the container 
may be removed by compressed fluid means 46 within 
the punch head 22. Alternatively,the internal stripper 
46 may produce the entire relative Stripping action from 
the punch head and,if desired,the container may be re 
moved from the internal Stripper by additional means 
Such as the compressed fiuid means 46. 
The following advantages are to be noted: 
(a)A thickened or reinforced flange 39 is obtained 

which provides a stronger product since the bending 
strength of the fange area is very critical. 

(b) Alloys of aluminum can be worked and can be 
fianged without splitting,principaly because there is less 
cold working of the metal. Ordinarily,accordingto pre 
vious practice,there is as much as 90% cold working of 
the wall portion of a container,which embrittles the 
metal,and forming an outwardly extendingflange with a 
die normally causes cracking of Such a brittle container 
or can. There is less working of a thickened flange area 
39 because it has not been previously cold worked down 
to final thickness of the main wall 36,Therefore,the 
metal has more ductility in the flange area,permitting 
die flanging without cracking. 

(c) The length of the wall becomes irregular in the 
drawing operations and there is danger of tearing of a 
portion of the end of the container as it becomes very 
thin. By having a thickened portion 38in the final draw 
ing operation,the puling or tearing force on the irregu 
laredge of the canis not So great when thatedge passes 
the die;therefore,the danger of tearing of a portion of 
the edge is minimized. Thatis,the metal is pushed into 
the receSS 28 rather than Stretched or drawn thinner So 
that there are fewer rejects with the thickened end cans. 
Without the reinforced or thicker fange area 38,the 
wall on cans having an unequal height would be pulled 
of or fractured. If a can would tear of,some ofits scrap 
would probably remain in the die assembly and on the 
next cycle when another container is being drawn,the 
Scrap would interfere and cause further breakages. This 
invention permits greater tolerance in the alignment of 
the dies,Pure aluminum and aluminum alloy No,3003 



can also be used,but since these are low Strength metals, 
they do notprovide all the benefits inherentin the strong 
er alloys. 
Forexample,a die 20 may be provided through which 

a punch head22is relatively movable forward and back 
ward through the die 20. The punch head may have a 
container closed end forming means or end rim 24,a 
container relatively thin wall forming means or cylin 
draceous Surface 26 and a container relatively thickwall 
forming means or bead forming recess 28. 
When this punch head 22is moved relatively forward 

through the die 20,it acts upon a blank 30,such as a 
relatively thick cup-shaped blank 30 as shown in FIG 
URES 1 and 2,and forms a cylindraceous container 32 
over the punch head22with a closed end 34,a container 
relatively thin wall body 36 and a container relatively 
thickwall 38. The thin wall 36 is formed over the thin 
wal body forming means26,and the thick wall forming 
means 28. 
An internal stripper 40 is relatively reciprocable with 

in the punch head22 and has a stripper end 42,which 
may be enlarged or conical,and whichis held relatively 
Stationary while the punch head is relatively moving 
backward,such as to position 22A of FIGURE 4. 
The relatively thickwall38 mayforman open end 44 

for the container 32. 
Ifdesired,a compressedfuid means orpassage46may 

be provided to produce a Strippingaction on the container 
32,as illustrated in FIGURE 6. The compressed fluid 
may be compressed air if desired,and such compressed 
fuid may be made efective to complete the stripping 
action both from the punch head 22 and from the in 
ternal Stripper 40,after the internal stripper has per 
formed an initial stripping action. This initial stripping 
action may be suficient to move the inward relatively 
thickwall or bead 38 out of the recess28. 

If desired,means(elsewhere more fully described) 
may be provided to hold the internal stripper 40 relatively 
Stationary,as in the position shown in FIGURE4,while 
punch head 22 is partially removed from the container 
as in FIGURE 4,and then both the punch head 22 and 
the internal Stripper 40 may besimultaneously and com 
pletely removed from the container 32. 

If desired,the internal stripper 40 may be held rela 
tively stationary,as in the position shown in FIGURE 4, 
while the punch head22is completely removed from the 
tube,as Shown in FIGURE 5. 
Means may be provided relatively to remove the in 

ternal stripper from the container 32 and Such means 
may take the form of the compreSSed fuid means 46, 
which may be used to blow the container 32 of the in 
ternal stripper 40 as indicated in FIGURE 6. 
As shown in FIGURE 6,the internal stripper 40 may 

be held relatively stationary while the punch head 22 is 
partially removed from the container 32 to perform an 
initialstripping action,and then compressed fuid may be 
used to remove the containerfrom the punch head22 and 
from the stripper 40. 
The punch head 22 has a bead or thick wall forming 

recess 28,which is spaced from the front end 24 of the 
punch head a suficient distance to provide the desired 
length of thin wal136. The forward movement of the 
punch head 22 with the internal Stripper 40,through 
the die 20 forms a closedend and openend container 32 
around the punch head with an inward bead or annuiar 
relatively thick wall 38 around the punch head,The in 
ternal stripper40 may have an enlarged end 42 which is 
a container closed end holding means to hold the Stripper 
end relatively stationary in engagement with the closed 
end34ofthe containerwhile relatively moving the punch 
head22 backward,as shown in FIGURE 4,to strip the 
inward bead orthickwall 38 from the recess 28. 
Means are provided first partially relatively to move 

the punch head 22 backward out of the container 32 
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relatively stationary by Said container closed end hold 
ing means. Such means are diagrammatically illustrated 
in FIGURES 1?4,and are elsewhere more fuly de 
scribed. 
Any Suitable mechanism may be used forproducingthe 

relative movements between the punch head 22 and the 
internal stripper 40 to produce the various movements 
deScribed in conhection with this invention. 
One Such mechanismisillustratedin FIGURES1 to 4. 

For example,a power rocked lever 52,of proper throw, 
may be connected to a link 54 by pin 56 and may oscil 
1ate the pin 58 which drives the slidable carriage 60 to 
which the punch 62is connected as by a chuck-like mem 
ber 64. The punch 62 may be fixedly connected to the 
punch head 22 by any Suitable construction. The throw 
of the rod 52 is such that the punch 22 is reciprocated 
the correct distance to provide the proper length oftravel 
of the punch head 22 through the die 20,The distance 
may be Such as to have the punch head22fully retracted, 
as in FIGURE 1,and to be fully moved rightwardly,as 
in FIGURE 3. 
The internal stripper 40 may be carried by a tube 63 

within the punch 62 and relatively reciprocable there 
in. The left end of the tube 63 may be threadedinto an 
other tube 66,which is connected to a frame 68 which 
is Slidable on the bars 70 which are carried in fixed rela 
tionship to the frame 60,The tubes 63 and 66 may be 
connected to a Suitable Supply of compressed fuid,such 
as compressed air,not shown,by means of a flexible tube 
72 underthe control of any valving mechanism,which,if 
desired,may be made automatically to release the com 
pressed fiuid at the proper time,as desired,A continuous 
passageway is provided from the flexible tube 72 to the 
paSSageway 46,and exhaust opening 47 in the internal 
Stripper 40. 

If desired,a blank holder74may be carried by a frame 
76 which is fixedly Secured at 134 on the bars 80. One 
or more pneumatic cylinders 82 may be provided with 
pistons and piston shafts 83 to actuate the frame 76 and 
drive the blank holder 74to the position 74A of FIG 
URES 1 and 2,to hold the thick cup-like blank 30 in 
place to receive the punch head as it passes into the 
die 20,The cylinders 82 may be actuated at the proper 
time to hold the blank 30,as the blank 30 may be auto 
matically fed into position by any Suitable feeder 84, 
FIGURE 3. 
The main punch frame 60 may slide on a Suitable Sup 

porting structure,not shown,which may be grooved if 
desired to produce a guided Straight Stroke. - 
The front end fianges 128 of the punch frame 60 

actuate the bars 80 to force a leftward movement on 
the bars 89 on the return Stroke of the frame 60 and to 
release the bars 80 on the forward Stroke of frame 60. 
The bar heads 131 provide the pulling action on the 
leftward Stroke. 
The bars 80are guidedin brackets132 and133 which 

are Supported on a stationary part of the mechanism.The 
lugs 134 form a part of the frame 135 and 76 and are 
fixedy connected to the bars 80. The bar heads 131 
are engaged by the fanges 128 of the punch frame 60 
and force to move Ieftward the frame 134,135,76 and 
74assembly against the pressure ofthe pistons and piston 
shafts 83in the stationary cylinders 82.Theslidable mem 
bers 134,movable bars 135,and plate 76 and the blank 
holder 74 may form a guide and Support for the front 
punch head22while the punchis moved to its rightward 
positions. - 

The slidable frame 68 may be So actuated asto produce 
the relative movements desired between the punch head 
22 and the internal stripper 40. For example,on the 
rightward or forward stroke,the internal stripper 40 
follows the punch head 22,because of the cone-shaped 
engagementat86,FIGURE3. 
On the return stroke,the internal stripper 40 may be 

while said container 32 and the stripper 40 are held 75 held temporarily stationary by an extension 90, which 
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is fixed on the frame 68 and engages the end construc 
tion 92 of a pair of levers which are fulcrumed on the 
Stationary bar96,which is Supported by a stationary part 
ofthe machine,The end construction 92arrests the mem 
ber90 and the frame 68 because the levers 94 are up 
wardly biased by the compression spring98,which acts 
on a rigid member99 which connects the levers 94,So 
that the end construction 92 Snaps behind the member 
90,as the rightward end of the Stroke is reached Sub 
stantially as shown in FIGURE 3. 
On the return stroke,the end construction 92 holds 

the frame 68 and the internal Stripper 40 in Substantially 
their most rightward position,while the punch head 22 
is being withdrawn leftwardly by the leftward move 
ment of the frame 60,while the bars 70 of the frame 
60 slide through the frame 68. As a result,the internal 
stripper 40 remainsin the position shown in FIGURES 
3 and 4,while the punch head 22 is moved from the 
position of FIGURE 3,to the position 22A of FIGURE 
4. Therefore,an initial stripping action is performed by 
the partial withdrawal of the punch head 22 to force 
the thickwai138outwardlyto the position of FIGURE4 
because of the slantingedge 100 of the recess 28. 
As the position of FIGURE 4 is reached,a bar 102, 

which may be cyindrical and which is carried by the 
frame 60,engages wedge constructions 104 on the levers 
94 and forces the levers down to disengage the member 
90 as is about to take place in FIGURE 4,where the 
dotted line release position of the levers 94is shown at 
94A.The release ofthe frame 68permits the compression 
spring88 to push the tube 66and frame 681eftward from 
the position in FIGURE4and to pull with them the tube 
64 and theinternalstripper40.Therefore,both the punch 
head 22 and the internal stripper 40 may thereafter be 
pulled leftwardly together and simultaneously to the left 
most position ofthe stroke. 
On the other hand,the positions of the cam construc 

tion 104 and of the bars 102 may be varied,So that the 
internal stripper40 may be held in its rightmost position 
fora longerperiod of time,and so the punch head22 may 
be withdrawn to the position of FIGURE 5,for example, 
before the internal stripper40is released bythe action of 
the wedge104and bar102. 
The internai stripper40 and the punch head22 may be 

rendered rotationally keyed and longitudinaly relatively 
movable bythe key construction140. 

While aspecific mechanism has been disclosed forpro 
ducingtherequiredrelativemovementbetweenthevarious 
parts ofthepunch construction,othermechanisms maybe 
used to provide these motions,as is obvious. 
The die assembly20 may have withinit more than One 

ringdiesimilartoringdie 50,Aplurality ofprogressively 
smallerinternaldiameterringdies maybeprovidedwithin 
the dieassembly20progressivelyto draw the containerto 
relatively thinner wal constructions,as the punch puls 
the tube construction past such plurality ofring dies,not 
shown,It is therefore to be understood that bythe time 
the containerhasbeenpulledthroughthefinalringdie50, 
the thin wal136 may be extremely thin,and may cor? 
respond to the thin dimensionsgivenelsewhere. 
Thus,itis to be seen that a new and useful tube or 

container,and apparatus and method of producing the 
same have beenprovided. 
Means 95 are provided selectively to cause the punch 

head 22 and the internal stripper 40 to travel in unison 
throughout the rightward,or inward,Stroke and also 
throughoutthe leftward,or outward,stroke,or Selectively 
to cause the punch head 22 and internal stripper 40 to 
travel relatively to each other,as previously described,to 
producethe strippingaction shown in FIGURES4-6. 
Sometimesit may be desired to operate the punch head 

22and theinternal stripper40 in unison,in the relation 
shipshown at22 and 24in FIGURE 3,throughout the 
rightward and leftward strokes,This may be desired,for 
example,when cans are to be formed,wherein the cans 
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6 
do not require the stripping action of the stripper head42 
and stripperend42,as shown in FIGURES4-6. 
The means 95 may include a cam 95A which allows 

the bars 94to move up and down as previously described 
when the cam95Ais in full line position. Such cam 95A 
may be rotated a Suficient amount to hold the bars 94 
in a Suficiently low positionso thatthestripperoperating 
bar102 cannotstrike the barends92 duringthe reciproca 
tion ofthe punch operatingframe 60. 
The cam 95A may be heldinaxially fixed position and 

rotatably actuated by ashaft 95B(shownin perspective), 
which shaft may be rotated by its crank handle 95C from 
the full line position of handle 95C to its dotted line posi 
tion 95D. The shaft 95B may be held axially fxed but 
rotationallyfree bythefixed bearing97. 
When the handle 95C is rotated to dotted Iine position 

95D,the cam 95Ais also rotated aboutthe fxed axis of 
shaft 95B and presses down the bracket 95E which is 
fxed to the bars 94.The bracket 95Epulls down the bars 
94 and holds them So the ends 92 of the bars 92 cannot 
arrest the extension 90 of the stripperactuatingframe 68. 
The crank handle 95C may rest on the stationary stop 

97Aineitherofitspositions95Cor95E. 
Therefore,whenthe handle95Cisselectivelyplacedin 

the full line,or right-hand position 95C,the stripper 40 
and its end 42 are efective to strip the cans of the punch 
head22. However,when the crank handle isplacedinits 
dotted ine position 95,the stripper 40 remains in its 
retracted position of FIGURE 3 throughout the right 
ward and leftward strokes. The stripper is deactivated 
when not needed in order to prevent wear and tear on the 
mechanism. 

Phrases such as "relatively movable.""relatively sta 
tionary°"relatively reciprocable,°asusedinthe specifica 
tion and claims,are intended to apply to die formations, 
punch head formations,internal stripper formations in 
which any of such formations may be stationary while 
other of Said formations move,and vice versa,in orderto 
accomplish the desired stripping action,drawing action, 
etc. Also,these phrases are intended to apply to any of 
such formations in which diferential speed of travel of 
any Such formations relatively to other of such forma 
tions,and vice versa,may be used in order to accomplish 
the desired Strippingaction,drawingaction,etc. 

It is also to be noted that the pneumatic stripping Sys 
tem,including pipes 66,63 and air discharge means 46 
may be uSed to Strip cans of the punch head22 without 
using the mechanical stripping action illustrated in FIG 
URES4-6.Thatis,the stripper40 may be mechanicaly 
deactivated bythe use ofthe means95,butthepneumatic 
strippingaction ofair dischargemeans46may be used at 
that time,if desired. However,if desired,the pneumatic 
Stripping action may also be deactivated at the Same time 
that the mechanical Stripping action is deactivated. These 
Selections are usable at the option of the operator,and 
can be varied to suitthe nature ofthe cans beingformed. 
A master controller valve,not shown,may be placed in 
the feed line 72 to Select whether the pneumatic stripping 
System is to be activated or deactivated. Such master con 
trollervalve may be manuallyclosed whenitis desired to 
deactivate the pneumatic system,and maybe opened when 
itis desired to activate the pneumatic system. 

While the form of the invention now preferred has 
been disclosed,as required by Statute,other forms may 
be used,all coming within the Scope of the claims which 
folow. 
Whatis claimedis: 
1?An apparatus for forming a Seamiess,thin-wailed 

metal can body from a workpiece,the can body having 
an integral closed end and an opposite open end adapted 
to be fianged and Seamed to a closure,the apparatus com 
prising: 

(a)an annular die assembly of drawing and ironing 
dies; 

(b)an elongated cylindrically-shaped punch mounted 
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for reciprocal movement and arranged to cooperate 
with the die assembly to draw andiron a workpiece 
into a can body having a thin Sidewal,an integral 
closedend,andan opposite openend; 

(c) the punch having a relatively large diameter por 
tion along most ofits length that Supports the work 
piece sidewall and cooperates with the dies in thin 
ning and elongating the sidewallas the punch moves 
through the dies;, - 

(d)thepunch also havinga recessedportion ofsmaller 
diameter adjacent the open end of the workpiece so 
that a portion of the sidewal adjacent the open end 
of the workpiece is not as Severelythinned as the re 
mainder of the sidewall and retains a greater thick 
ness to improve its capability of later being fanged 
and Seamed to a cloSure; 

(e)fuid-pressure stripping means for stripping the 
Workpiece from thepunch comprising a passageway 
for directingfuid underpressure into the interior of 
the workpiece,the fluid exerting suficient force 
against the inside of the closed end ofthe workpiece 
to strip the workpiece from thepunch; 

(f)internal mechanical stripping means also forstrip 
pingthe workpiecefrom thepunch comprisinganin 
ternal stripping member having reciprocal longitu 
dinal movementwithinthepunchandstripperarrest 
ing means for arresting movement of the stripping 
member when the punch beginsits backward stroke, 
wherebythe stripping member engages the inside of 
the closed end of the workpiece to strip the work 
Diece from the punch;and 

(g)stripping member deactivating means for deacti 
vating the internal mechanical stripping means 
throughout the punch cycle of operation,the strip 
ping member deactivating means being operable to 
Selectively deactivate the internal stripping member, 
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So that the fuid-pressure stripping means can oper 
ate as the Sole stripping meanstostrip theworkpiece 
fromthe punch. - * , 

2. The invention as defined in claim 1,which also in 
cludes fiuid-pressure deactivating meansfor Selectively de 
activating the fiuid-pressure stripping means,throughout 
the punch cycle of operation,so that the internal stripping 
member can operate as the Sole stripping means,to 
Strip the workpiece from the punch, - 

3. The invention as defined in claim 1,in which the 
stripper arresting means arrests movement of the strip 
ping member through a Suficient distance of the back 
ward stroke of the punch to strip the relatively thick open 
end of the workpiece from the recessed portion of the 
punch. - - - : , 

4. The invention as defined in claim 1,in which the 
stripperarresting means arrests movement ofthe stripping 
member through a suficient distance of the backward 
stroke of the punch to strip the entire workpiece free of 
the punch. - 

5. The invention as defined in claim 1,in which the 
fiuid of the fluid-pressure stripping means is a gas under 
preSSure, - 
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